press selection list: pmu pressfax three

1. Moscow Krasnaya Zvezda 22 Nov 90 First Edition

2. Col. V. Kaushanskiy Report on Meeting Between New Georgian President Gamsakhurdia, Transcaucasus MD Leadership


4. G. Khromov 'Rejoinder' to 'Incompetent' Article on Military Spending Coauthored by USA Institute Dep Director Kokoshin in Kommunist No. 15

5. SUPSOV Secretariat Aide I. Novoselov Response to Reader's Query on Continuing Differences with CSFR Over Payment for Facilities Left Behind by Withdrawing USSR Servicemen


7. Capt. V. Gromak Vilnius Report on 17 Nov Vilnius Army Camp Incident as Latest in Planned Series of Antiarmy Actions

8. Moscow Sovetskaya Rossiya 22 Nov 90 First Edition
   1. TASS Report Citing Swedish Minister for Cooperation with Developing Countries on Readiness for Famine Aid if Necessary

   1. TASS Report Citing Estonian SUPSOV Deputy S. Petinov Demand for Referendum to Determine Whether Republic Should Sign Union Treaty

10. Unattributed Report on First Session of USSR-RSFSR Council of Ministers Mixed Economic Commission

11. N. Belan Interview with Deputy Defense Minister, Rear Services Chief Arkhipov Arguing Against Yeltsin Proposal to Release State's Strategic Food Reserves to Alleviate Shortages

12. A. Golovenko Interview with Economist A.A. Sergeyev Pegged to Gorbachev Proposal to Create Special Service to Combat Organized Crime; Sergeyev Analyzes Functioning of Shadow Economy, Discusses Options for Economic Recovery, Ways of Combating Shadow Capital, Speculation


14. TASS Report on Greek Court Contest Between Two Soviet Associations Over Rights to Sell Vodka in Greece

15. TASS Corr 1. Perkina Report on USSR Writers' Union Board Plenum

16. Moscow Selskaya Zhizn 22 Nov 90 First Edition
   1. Roundup of Low-Level Reactions Supportive of Gorbachev's 17 Nov SUPSOV Speech

17. L. Korotkov Report Citing Local Officer's Disclosure of Radar Sightings of UFO's Around Time of 15 Nov Rogue Launch of Surface-to-Air Missiles in Amur Oblast

Approved for Release

[Signature]

[Date: 2/2010]
3 d. prosekov report on registration of new russian commercial bank p2 for ud processing
moscow rabochaya tribuna 22 nov 90
1 v. pyrkh kansk report on incident in which two terrorists tried to blow up city militia department with homemade bomb, killing one terrorist, injuring militiaman p2 for ud processing
2 i. kolontayevskaya article on dangers posed by possible regional fragmentation of responsibility for nuclear power station safety p2 for ud processing
3 interview with polish left's presidential candidate wlodzimierz czymoszewicz by trybuna editor marek siwec on his campaign, views on possible outcome of election p3 for ud attention
4 yu. makartsev interview with ussr people's deputy v. logunov, recently appointed chief editor of rsfsr supsov organ rossiyskaya gazeta, on objectives of new paper, changing face of rsfsr press p4 for ud processing moscow trud not publishing 22 nov. 22/1102z nov BT #0112 NNNN